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Principles: In Perspective 

▪ We don’t believe that everyone has to go to college.  We do believe that 
everyone should have the option to choose for themselves whether or 
not they go. 

▪  A college degree remains the surest ticket to the middle class. 

▪  But even if a student wants to enter a career that doesn’t require a 
degree, jobs in today’s economy require some form of education 
beyond high school, like an apprenticeship or vocational certificate. 

▪ We know the economic reality for those who don’t: 
–  They are less likely to earn a family-sustaining wage. 
–  They are more likely to require public assistance and social services. 
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Rhode Islanders Want To Further Their Education  

 
 

[VALU
E] 

10% 

90% of Seniors Want 
To Go To College 

[VALU
E] 

35% 

65% of Seniors  
Actually Do 

§  We have an immediate need for Rhode Islanders to be able to continue their 
education beyond high school. 

  
§  However, the cost of attendance discourages many from attending college or 

prevents them from completing their course of study when they get there 
 

RIDE surveys high school seniors every year and these surveys show: 
 



The Problem Isn’t Just Starting, It’s Finishing  
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▪  Affordability matters. It affects: 
–  Whether or not students go to college 
–  How long they stick around once they get there 
▪  Data also shows that time, not just tuition, is a menacing 

barrier to college completion 
 

The less likely students complete their degrees 

The more life gets in the way 

The longer it takes to graduate 
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Less Than Half of Students Complete Degrees On-Time 

 
 

College  Percent 
Completed 

On-Time 

URI 49% 4 years 

RIC 14% 4 years 

CCRI 5% 2 years 



More and More Rhode Island Graduates are in Debt 
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More and More Rhode Island Graduates are in Debt 
 

§  Nearly 3 in 4 students take on student loans 

§  84% of bachelor’s degree Pell recipients must still take out loans 
for their degree, and over half of associate’s degree Pell recipients 
do as well 

§  Recent graduates of Rhode Island colleges who have borrowed 
money to pay for school leave with an average student loan debt 
of $35,169 — second highest of any state 

 
 
 
 



Rhode Island: We’ve Done A Lot Over The Past Two Years 
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▪  Prepare Rhode Island – Dual and Concurrent Enrollment 
–  Rethinking end of high school to allow students to earn college credits before 

they even have HS diploma     107% increase in participation in year 1 

▪  PSAT/SAT for free with school day administration 
 

▪  $3.5M in Scholarships for Part-Time and Adult Learners at CCRI 

▪  Wavemaker Fellowship – Student Loan Forgiveness in STEM fields 

▪  Open Resources Textbook Challenge - $5M in savings over 5 years 
–  Saved students in Biology 108 at RIC more than $100K 

 

▪  Real Jobs Rhode Island 
–  Sector-based partnerships that include higher education institutions 
–  Allows underemployed and unemployed RI’ers to take college classes for free 

 



Rhode Island’s Promise 
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Beginning with the high school graduating class of 2017: 
The State will provide a free associate’s degree and will cut the cost 
of a four-year degree in half for every student 
§  CCRI: free tuition and fees for two years 
§  RIC and URI: free tuition and fees for the junior and senior year 
 

 
 
 

Making post-secondary education part of a free, 
universal public education in Rhode Island. 



What’s the Promise? 
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Colleges 
▪  $6M in increased 

investments to provide 
additional supports and 
advising to students 
▪  Ensure students are on 

a guided pathway to 
earn their degree on-
time 

 
 
 

Students 
▪  RI Resident 
▪  Enroll full-time right after 

high school or GED 
▪  Complete the FAFSA 
▪  Stay in good academic 

standing 
▪  RIC/URI – be a junior 

 

State 
▪  Two year scholarship to 

every student 
▪  Free associate’s degree 

and cutting the cost of a 
four year degree in half 

▪  Communicate with 
students, families, 
counselors, public 
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Clear Return On Investment 

▪  Higher education levels lead to higher earnings over an individual’s lifetime.   
–  Bachelor’s degree recipients earn $1 million more in their lifetime, and associate’s 

degree recipients earn $360,000 more, compared to high school graduates.   
–  Increased earnings and education levels lead to higher tax revenues, lower 

unemployment rates, higher home ownership rates, growth in the number of small 
businesses, improvements in health, higher rates of volunteering and voting, and 
lower levels of criminal behavior. 

▪  Higher educational attainment has proven effects on regional economic 
prosperity.  
–  A 2013 study by the Milken Institute found that adding just one year of college to the 

region’s workforce increases GDP per capita by more than 17%. 
–  A similar analysis found that taxpayers receive $6.80 in benefits for every $1 

invested in community colleges.  “Taxpayers fully recover the cost of the original 
investment and also receive a return of $5.80 in addition to every dollar they paid.” 
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Why Not Means-Test the Scholarship? 

Means-testing would leave out too many middle class families. 
 

▪  New York Proposal - $125,000 income cut-off 
–  A family of 3 who makes $124K receives full scholarship, family of 6 who makes $126K does not. 
–  Picture a family of four where the mom and dad are both public school teachers, each making about 

$65,000 per year.  Their kids would not qualify for the scholarship. 
 

▪  Pell Grant Recipients – only include the very low-income 
–  Those who qualify for Pell are not getting their needs met, but are receiving some aid. 
–  The greatest need are those from lower middle class families, who just miss the Pell cut-off and who’s 

families have very little to no savings to contribute to paying for college. 
 

▪  Random FAFSA EFC Number – “Expected Family Contribution” 
–  Complicated algorithm that determines whether a family is “needy.” 
–  Middle class is not considered “needy” under FAFSA – as if the vast majority of the middle class is not 

struggling to pay the rising costs of college. 
–  A family with more than $8,000 in bank account does not qualify for aid at RIC per FAFSA. 

▪  We don’t means-test K-12, and our public schools are not filled with the kids of millionaires 
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Why Not Include A GPA Requirement? 

▪  GPA requirements have been proven to lead to grade inflation. 
–  3.0 GPA requirement for Georgia scholarship has led to widespread and frequent 

grade inflation problems and scandals. 
–  Teachers don’t want to be the reason a student loses their scholarship. 

▪  GPA requirements create a disincentive for students to take challenging courses 
at a time when we need more students entering advanced fields, like STEM. 

▪  GPA requirements advantage higher-income and white students to the 
disadvantage of low-income students, students of color, and first generation 
college students. 
–  A student of scholarship programs in Florida and Michigan found that students in 

the 20% of schools in the wealthiest communities received scholarships at a rate 
more than twice than that of lower-income students. 

 
 



For More Information Visit  www.ripromise.com 
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